DLT Donates Work Hours to Give Back through Local Non-Profit
Program Overview
Over the past year, the DLT Foundation has been
spearheading an effort to assist with food preparation
at Martha’s Table, a non-profit organization located in
Washington, D.C.
DLT began volunteering on February 5, 2010, with a
team of four DLT employees who did various setup,
organizing and sorting of food in order to assist
those less fortunate. Since that chilly Friday, DLT has
continued its support the first Friday of every month,
and has four to eight employees offer their support
each time.
“It’s good to give back,” said Gerald Padmore, sales
representative for the Enterprise Data Management
Team at DLT, who organizes DLT’s volunteering
efforts at Martha’s Table. “As a company, we’ve been
very supportive and made a small impact on many.
Everyone [at DLT] who’s gone [to Martha’s Table] has
been thrilled to help. I hope we can expand this to
the office and create meals here as well.”
The mission of Martha’s Table is “to help atrisk children, youth, families and individuals in
our community improve their lives by providing
educational programs, food, clothing, and
enrichment opportunities.”

About Martha’s Table
Martha’s Table has four programs. “Children & Youth”
is geared to those ranging in age from 3 months to
18 years, and nutritious meals, after-school programs,
arts and crafts, and more. “Feed the Hungry –
McKenna’s Wagon” is a food program that provides
a daily meal, 365 days a year. “Martha’s Outfitters”
is a clothing center that provides free and low-cost
clothing, linens, toiletries, books and children’s
supplies. The “Teen Program” works with teens
to help them focus on their futures, with college
awareness and workshops.
For more information about Martha’s Table, please
contact info@marthastable.org or 202-328-6608.
“We are fortunate to work for a company that gives
its employees time to volunteer like this,” said
Christine Schaefer, vice president of marketing.
“I enjoyed my turn serving with people from various
departments throughout the company. I encourage
everyone to take a turn giving just a few hours back
through this program.”
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About the DLT Foundation
The DLT Foundation focuses its philanthropic
resources in the communities where our employees,
vendors, customers and their families live and work.
We are dedicated to making strategic investments to
meet the most critical needs in our communities.

To learn more about volunteer activities or becoming
a volunteer, e-mail the Volunteer Coordinator for
Martha’s Table at cwhite@marthastable.org.
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“This is just one example of how DLT Solutions and
The DLT Foundation empower employees to focus
our collective resources to give back in our local
communities,” said Chris Laggini, vice president of
Human Resources at DLT Solutions. “I look forward to
looking back years from now and reflecting on how
much of an impact we have had as a company in the
community through programs like this one.”

www.dlt.com

The DLT Foundation generally provides funds to
organizations or individuals that, by their efforts,
transform and affect the quality of the way people
live. Some of the efforts that we support would
be research in the areas of disease and medical
treatments, emergency response efforts, community
enrichment programs and individual developmental
needs.
A Few of Our Recently Supported Charities:
•
•
•
•

Parkinson’s Foundation
Toys for Tots
Cystic Fibrosis
American Cancer Society

For more information about
the DLT Foundation, please
contact thefoundation@dlt.com
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